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are in court almost as frequently as lawyers.
~S52S5~525R25HYSICIANS
|
| It is said that court records in New York City would
reveal that suits involving personal injuries constitute
about 70 per cent of the litigation. Since each side
will have at least one physician, there are at least as many
doctors as lawyers in every such case. This situation is not peculiar
to New York City; it is reported that it exists throughout the United
States. Furthermore, personal injury actions are not the only species
of litigation where physicians are required. Doctors testify in goodly
numbers in will contests involving insanity, in various criminal trials,
such as assault, rape, homicide and the like, and in health, accident and
disability insurance cases. All in all, it appears that the physician is
quite a "man about court." Wisdom would appear to dictate that physicians should familiarize themselves with the problems of witnesses.
A famous English barrister once said, "There is never a cause contested, the result of which is not mainly dependent upon the skill with
which the advocate conducts the cross examination." This statement
was made in the days when flowery oratory was in vogue and when it
played a very important part in the trial of cases. Today, that form of
oratory is passe, and it plays a minor role in litigation. If cross-examination was the decisive factor in litigation in those days, it is doubly true
today. Though the quotation set forth here was made to convince lawyers to become proficient in the art of cross-examination, it is equally
appropriate for witnesses. This is especially so for physicians because
more is expected from the professional expert by the triers of the facts.
Any person who takes the stand will make a better and more convincing witness if he becomes familiar with the methods utilized by crossexaminers.
All witnesses are subjected to both direct-examination and crossexamination. Both terms should be defined and explained simultaneously
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if the process of cross-examination is to be fully appreciated.
Law dictionaries define direct-examination as the examination of a
witness by a lawyer who calls the witness to the stand and who first
examines him, and they define cross-examination as the examination
of such witness by the adverse lawyer, after the conclusion of the direct
examination. Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines "Cross-Examination" thus: "To examine or question, especially as a check to a previous
examination."
The true significance of cross-examination and the purpose and utility of the process and the reasons for its effectiveness can be fully
appreciated and understood only if it is examined in the setting in
which it is used and of which it is an integral feature-the trial of a
case in court. Cross-examination is a practical art and it is natural that
it fitted and adapted itself to its setting.
The principal feature of this setting, in so far as cross-examination
is concerned, is that the direct examiner presents only such evidence,
and calls only such witnesses, and asks only such questions as will favor
the side of the examining lawyer. The direct examiner will ask for
nothing except facts favorable to his own side. The direct examiner
does not ask the witness to disclose all that he knows, and the witness
does not do so. If the examination of the witness stopped at this point
and no attempt was made to find out what else he knows, the testimony
would probably present half truths only. The direct examiner does not
ask questions that might impair or discredit the story or the witness
that he presents to the judge and jury. The factors that might weaken
the original testimony or that might lessen the credit of the witness
might remain hidden if the examination were to end there. The best
person to make the search for what remains hidden, the undisclosed
remainder, is the person who is most interested, the opponent. Thus,
when the direct examination is concluded the cross-examiner is given
an opportunity to complete the picture-to develop and bring to light
those facts and circumstances which may have been suppressed on the
direct examination. If any facts unfavorable to the direct examiner's case
really exist and these are to be learned, the cross-examiner must ferret
them out.
The practical effect of all this is that the cross-examiner will probe
only for such facts as will be unfavorable to the direct-examiner's case.
Since partisan counsel will, between them, endeavor to bring forth all
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the favorable and unfavorable facts concerning each side, a fair appraisal of the witness and the stories should ultimately result.
Whenever partisans present evidence, it is desirable, before any
evidence is accepted as wholly trustworthy, that it be subjected to testing and checking. The test can be effected by subjecting the offered
evidence to a scrutiny and analysis calculated to discover and expose,
in detail, its possible weaknesses and thus to enable it to be estimated
at no more than its actual value. That is the function of a cross-examination and it is called the finest weapon ever invented to discover truth.
The ultimate objective of a cross-examination is to extract from the
witnesses whatever may be unfavorable to the direct examiner's case.
The unfavorable matter would be of two varieties, (i) facts that support the cross-examiner's contentions, and (2) facts that discredit the
witness or the story or that weaken the direct examiner's case.
To extract each unfavorable fact constitutes a separate and distinct
objective for the cross-examiner in every case. The nature and character of the unfavorable facts will vary with the case and the witness.
The number of possible unfavorable facts is limitless.
An illustration will serve to clarify and explain this statement: A
case of assault will be assumed. The sole disputed issue is, "Did defendant shoot plaintiff at 3 A.M. on November 30, I939 in Grand Central
Station?" The plaintiff contends that the defendant did this, and the
defendant denies it. Though a single issue exists, it contains three elements: (a) did the defendant shoot the plaintiff, (b) did the shooting
occur at the Grand Central Station and (c) did it occur at the time in
question. Separate witnesses may be called to prove each element of,
or the whole of, this proposition. Witness Roe is called by plaintiff
and says that plaintiff and defendant were at Grand Central Station
immediately before 3 A.M. on November 30, I939. The witness is then
turned over to the cross-examiner for questioning. The cross-examiner
will ask himself: "What facts can be extracted from witness Roe that
will be unfavorable to the plaintiff's case?" A very meager list of facts
that would tend to support the defendant's proposition, or that would
tend to discredit witness Roe, or the statement that plaintiff and defendant were at Grand Central Station at the time specified are these:
Roe did not actually see the plaintiff and defendant at the Grand
Central Station at the time in question, he simply heard they were there
from plaintiff, Roe is a confirmed liar, Roe would not recognize the
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plaintiff or the defendant if he saw them, his eyesight is very poor, Roe
is related to and very friendly with the plaintiff, it was very dark at
the time and place in question and Roe could not have seen these men,
plaintiff and defendant were very friendly both before and after this
occurrence, defendant did not own a weapon, Roe was convicted of
numerous crimes including perjury, Roe is very susceptible to suggestion, Roe's statement is improbable in numerous particulars, he had innumerable talks about the matter with plaintiff and his lawyer, that
Roe made previous contradictory statements and that he is biased and
prejudiced against people like the defendant.
Any or all of these facts would tend to create doubt or disbelief
in the proposition being maintained by the plaintiff. The list of unfavorable facts set forth here could be expanded almost ad infinitum.
This illustration should make the distinction between the two varieties of unfavorable facts more apparent. Facts of variety number one
(those that support the cross-examiner's contentions) are not intended
to impugn or impeach the credit or trustworthiness of the story or
the witness. Factual examples of variety number one in this suppositious case are: the plaintiff and defendant were very friendly before and
after the time when the shooting is supposed to have occurred and that
the defendant never owned a weapon. These two facts do not impeach
Roe's trustworthiness or contradict Roe's statement that plaintiff and
defendant were at the Grand Central Station at the time specified.
These two facts merely lend support to the cross-examiner's contention
that the shooting did not occur, on the theory that it is improbable that
the defendant shot plaintiff if they were so friendly both before and
after the occurrence was supposed to have taken place, and if the
defendant never owned a weapon. The search for facts of the second
variety is made to induce disbelief, or to destroy confidence or trust in
the story or the witness or both.
The art and the skill in conducting an actual cross-examination consists in knowing when to question a witness and in knowing what to
extract from each witness and how to do it.
To cross-examine or not to cross-examine, that is the first question.
Cross-examination is a double edged sword. It is a dangerous weapon to
use. Before a lawyer commences to question each witness, he wonders,
"What hidden facts will the cross-examination reveal? Will these
hidden facts strengthen or weaken the case of the cross-examiner?
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Will they show that the witness is trustworthy or unreliable? Will the
cross-examiner develop facts favorable or unfavorable to the crossexaminer's case? Will the answer give the witness a personal victory
over the cross-examiner?" The lawyer faces this dilemma before every
question is asked on cross-examination unless he knows in advance
exactly what answer the witness will give in response to each question.
What an enigma for the cross-examiner who is in doubt as to what the
witness may know or say or do. "There lies the real danger in crossexamination and there begins the art."
The danger is enhanced by the fact that if a witness is strenuously
cross-examined and not impeached in any particular, the story and the
witness will be strengthened in the eyes of the triers of the facts, on
the assumption, that a witness who is not discredited after a thorough
and searching cross-examination must be telling the whole and entire
truth. Though the belief is common among witnesses and juries that
"a lawyer can do anything with a cross-examination," that he "may
make the worse appear the better reason" and that he "may make the
truth appear like falsehood," lawyers know that these ideas are wholly
without basis or foundation. Cross-examination has been aptly described
as a "mental duel" between lawyer and witness. This "duel" often
results disastrously for the lawyer as these illustrations reveal:
An instance is furnished by a surgeon's suit for a substantial fee.
"Can you tell me," asked the lawyer, "How long it took to knock off
that operation?" "Two hours" replied the surgeon. "The labor of two
hours then is that for which you ask $1500?" "No," replied the surgeon, "I ask it for the knowledge of a lifetime." The lawyer asked
one question too many in this exchange with a renowned surgeon, and
came off second best.
A well known illustration, reported by Wigmore, concerns the
famous Lord Coleridge in the case involving a Sister of Mercy, who was
expelled for transgression of the rules of the Convent, and therefore
commenced suit for libel. Coleridge contended that the breaches of discipline were trivial.- He pressed Mrs. Kennedy, "the matron," on the
point, asking what had Mrs. Saurin done? Mrs. Kennedy said as an
example that she had eaten strawberries. "Eating strawberries!" exclaimed Coleridge, "What harm was there in that?" "It was forbidden,
sir" said Mrs. Kennedy-a very proper answer. "But Mrs. Kennedy"
reiterated Coleridge "what trouble was likely to come from eating
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strawberries?" "Well, sir," replied Mrs. Kennedy, "You might ask
what trouble was likely to come from eating apples, yet we know that
trouble did come from it." The answer floored Coleridge.
Though art of cross-examination begins with knowing when "to
cross-examine or not to cross-examine," it centers around knowing
what to extract from each witness so that the direct examiner's case
may be weakened, and his witnesses and their testimony discredited,
and in knowing how to extract it. So that physicians may more successfully cope with an effective cross-examination, the methods employed by cross-examiners to achieve these ends are for convenience and
simplicity being arbitrarily divided into four categories: (I) The vulnerable points of the case; (2) Material for cross-examination; (3) Fixed
objectives and (4) The manner of questioning the witnesses.
i. The cross-examiner constantly hunts for the vulnerable spots
in the story and the witness-those vital spots that seem most susceptible to a successful attack. The skillful cross-examiner develops
a sixth sense in discovering the vulnerable points in each case. The
vulnerable points in a given case may be its most improbable feature
or a particular trait or characteristic of a witness. The facts in each
case, and the make-up of each witness, determine the points of vulnerability in the matter. The physician's records, or the fees said
to have been received, or the nature of the treatments administered
may reveal angles that will serve as targets for investigation. Similarly, features affecting the witness himself may lead to the place
where the attack should be directed-examples of these would be:
The witness's memory or his opportunity to observe what he claims
he saw or the witness's temper or stubbornness or bias or relationship to a litigant. There is really no limit to the possible number of
vulnerable spots that can be selected.
2. While the direct examination unfolds, and while the crossexamination is in progress, the cross-examiner searches for material
for cross-examination-the ammunition that the cross-examiner uses
for attacking the witness. Whereas the vulnerable spot is the target,
the material for the cross-examination is the weapon with which
the attack is made. The finest ammunition is a statement, or a writing, that contradicts or is inconsistent with a witness's oral testimony. The search for material really commences long before the
trial. The search is made for everything and anything that might
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affect the witness's credit or contentions.
3. An effective cross-examination demands that counsel have
definite and fixed objectives in mind while the cross-examination is
in progress. However, wherever possible, the cross-examiner keeps
these objectives hidden from the witness. It is axiomatic that "the
only way to get anywhere is to know where you are going." This
is especially appropriate advice for cross-examination. These fixed
objectives may be broad or narrow. To discredit a witness or a
story may be the mission of the cross-examination or it might consist in being to secure an admission from the witness that he "does
not remember what happened on November 30, I939 at 3 A.M. at
Grand Central Station." Each unfavorable fact that counsel might
elect to extract can constitute a separate fixed objective for the
cross-examiner. To explore generally into a particular subject matter
could likewise be an objective. Any end might serve as an objective
for the cross-examiner.
4. It is the answer rather than the question that weakens the
case or impeaches a witness. It is the answer that either affirms or
denies the unfavorable facts that the cross-examiner seeks to extract.
The cross-examiner's problem is to persuade the witness to give or
to obtain from him the desired answer. The questions are simply
the means by which these objectives are attained. Since witnesses
do not always easily or willingly disclose the answer that is wanted,
a plan of attack (a method of questioning each witness) will be
devised that is best calculated to achieve the desired end. The technique of questioning witnesses actually utilized in law courts is
based on sound and tested principles of logic, psychology and human nature.
The method of questioning witnesses naturally varies a great
deal. The cross-examiner sometimes adopts a rapid fire method of
questioning. This is tried to prevent a witness from manufacturing
a story as the examination proceeds. The rapidity of questions may
force the witness to answer truthfully because he is not given time
to create a cohesive fabrication. The psychology of suggestion is
another device of the cross-examiner. Here the form of the question
is intended to suggest an answer. With a pliable witness, the question may be phrased so as to suggest the desired answer. With a
hostile or stubborn witness the question may- be so phrased that
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the desired answer is wholly contradictory to what the witness
thinks the cross-examiner wants. Being a contrary-minded person,
or an individual who does not want to be led, this witness will disagree with what he thinks the cross-examiner wants-irrespective
of whether it is true-on the theory that an answer opposite from
what the cross-examiner apparently seeks must be good for the side
this witness favors. What may be called the "off-guard technique"
is often used with success. There a witness will be asked a series of
questions on an apparently immaterial problem, and then a pertinent
question will be shot at the witness on the subject about which the
cross-examiner is most anxious for information. The witness may be
oft guard and thus give a truthful reply. With a malingering faker
claiming deafness, the cross-examiner may ask the witness as he
leaves the stand-when the witness is less alert, believing that the
examination is concluded and in a voice too low to be heard by
the witness if his claim of defective hearing were true-"Mr. Jones,
didn't you forget this piece of paper?" If the witness hears the question, he will probably give an answer. It must be apparent that illustrations of this character could be set forth without limit. Those
given are merely intended to give the reader a sketchy idea as to
what is meant by the "ways of questioning" a witness.
Though each witness and each case is an individual problem for the
cross-examiner, for decades similarities were discerned by experienced
cross-examiners both in witnesses and in the factual situations as to
which witnesses were questioned. Experience taught the trial lawyer
that with witnesses of a similar kind, or with a like factual situation,
a reasonably effective cross-examination could be conducted along substantially similar lines. Substantially identical cross-examinations-here
called standard patterns of cross-examination-thus developed, and these
standard patterns were passed down by lawyers from generation to
generation. So long as they worked satisfactorily they were used. When
"existing" patterns cease to be effective, lawyers will develop new ones.
Where similar witnesses or factual situations occur frequently, the crossexamination for that character of witness or situation becomes quite
standardized and routine. The lawyers themselves do not always realize
when a given examination is a "standard pattern of cross-examination."
Unfortunately and all too frequently, the cross-examiner's "stock in
trade" consists of a few "standard patterns" and when these are ex-
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hausted without advantage to the cross-examiner, the lawyer feels more
beaten than the witness.
Based on these similarities, witnesses and factual situations are classified, typed and catalogued for cross-examination. There are various
types and kinds of witnesses, the exaggerator, the child and the expert
and the like. Substantial similarities will exist for each of these separate
types. The variety of different factual situations is equally numerous.
There would be included here the automobile accident, the execution of
a will, the making of a contract and any kind of factual situation
involved in litigation. Each of these factual situations will have certain
things in common. Nothing appearing here is intended to convey the
impression that standard patterns of cross-examination are tricks. They
are nothing of the kind. The "standard patterns" are sound legitimate
methods of cross-examination based on tried and tested principles. No
case is ever concluded without some examples of standard patterns of
cross-examination. This article will consider those patterns of crossexamination that will confront the physician most frequently.
"Never cross-examine an expert in his own field" is an oft repeated
adage. This advice is earnestly followed by skillful lawyers in the examination of physicians. Lawyers thus avoid a cross-examination of the
purely medical aspects of the physician's testimony, unless the character
of the litigation makes it essential for the lawyer to study and acquaint
himself thoroughly with such phases of the case. Physicians must
anticipate, therefore, that generally, they will be cross-examined concerning non-medical matters.
Before illustrating standard patterns of cross-examination with typical appropriate examples, a word of general advice to witnesses with
respect to the art of answering questions might be in order. Though
this advice may appear too obvious, it is amazing how infrequently it
is followed. The witness should listen to each and every question carefully and he should think over the question before hazarding an answer.
The witness may and should take all the time that may be reasonably
necessary to give an answer. No extra points are scored for speed. If the
witness does not understand a question he should say so and request
that it be repeated. If the meaning of the words are not clear, he should
ask for enlightenment. It is better to be known as an ignoramus than
a liar. If the witness does not know, or remember the answer, he should
say so. If he is not sure or certain of the answer, he should reply that
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he believes, or thinks, that the correct answer is so and so, but that he
is not sure or certain of it. However, the solution for this, is not for the
witness to answer that he does not know or does not remember when he
does in fact know, or does in fact remember, for this is a false answer.
If a witness was asked, "Did you ever serve a term in Sing Sing prison,"
the answer "I do not remember" would hardly satisfy.
The witness should answer the specific question asked. This may
seem like unnecessary advice but it really is quite important. Each answer should be responsive to the question. If the witness gives an unresponsive answer the jury may believe that he is deliberately attempting
to be evasive. Volunteering information not called for may be quite
dangerous, and it may serve to give the cross-examiner ammunition to
discredit the witness. Many famous cases illustrate how the habit of
answering only the question asked, and of avoiding the practice of volunteering information not called for in the question proved extremely
helpful to the side that called the witness. A classic illustration of this
principle is reported by Reed on "Conduct of Law Suits":
"Some time ago the writer, while waiting in court, watched the
trial of a case-where the plaintiff sought to recover damages for a
breach of warranty. The defendant had sold him a horse with an
express warranty that he was sound and kind and free from all
'outs.' The next day the plaintiff noticed that a shoe was loose, and
he undertook to drive him into a blacksmith's shop to have him
shod, when the horse exhibited such violent reluctance that he was
obliged to abandon the attempt. Repeated efforts made it evident
that he never would be shod willingly, and therefore he was obliged
to sell him. The defendant called two witnesses. The first, an honest, clean looking man, testified that he was a blacksmith, that he
knew the horse in question perfectly well, and he had shod him
about the time referred to in the plaintiff's testimony. 'Did you have
any difficulty in shoeing him?' asked the defendant's counsel. 'Not
the least. He stood perfectly quiet. Never had a horse stand quieter.'
The other, a venerable-looking man, with a clear, blue eye, testified
that he had owned the horse and that he was perfectly kind. 'Did
you ever have any trouble about getting him into a blacksmith's
shop?' 'Well, sir, I don't remember that I ever had occasion to carry
him to a blacksmith's shop while I owned him.'
"The plaintiff's counsel evidently thought that the cross-examin-
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ation would only develop this unpleasant testimony more strongly,
so he let the witnesses go. The jury found for the defendant. The
next morning, as the writer was sitting in court waiting for a verdict, a man behind him, whom he recognized as the blacksmith,
leaned forward and said, 'You heard that horse case tried yesterday,
didn't you? Well, that fellow who tried the case for the plaintiff
didn't know how to cross-examine worth a cent. I told him that the
horse stood perfectly quiet while I shod him; and so he did. I didn't
tell him that I had to hold him by the nose with a pair of pincers
to make him stand. The old man said he never took him to a blacksmith's shop while he had him. No more he did. He had to take him
out into an open lot and cast him before he could shoe him."'
Witnesses should remember that it is not essential to impress the jury
that they possess a high I.Q. They should convey the impression that
they are honest, fair and trustworthy. This is especially so where the
witness is being asked to testify as to facts. Where the witness is called
upon to express an opinion, or to act as an expert, the learning, the qualifications and the experience of the witness then become quite relevant.
A few examples of "standard patterns" of cross-examination follow:
I. An investigation as to a physician's qualifications and experience
is a "standard pattern" of inquiry. The investigation will ordinarily
cover the physician's hospital connections, the phases of medicine in
which he specializes, the number of cases similar to the case in suit that
he has previously handled, his experience in the field of medicine under
inquiry, his familiarity with the medical writings on the subject and all
those factors from which a doctor's qualifications and experience are
usually measured. The physician's answers should be frank and fair and
his qualifications should not be exaggerated or minimized. The witness
stand is not the place for self-praise or self-derogation. Each can be
ruinous for the physician. An example of what happened to a physician
who tried to appear more learned than he actually was is set forth at
this point. It involved a suit for disability insurance benefits. Plaintiff
claimed total disability as a result of a heart condition-angina pectoris.
The insurance company's physician was a heart specialist. Counsel for
the plaintiff came to the conclusion that the defendant's physician was
inclined to exaggerate; that he was unwilling to admit ignorance on any
subject affecting heart disorders. The witness gave the impression of
being an unusually pompous individual. Plaintiff's counsel thereupon
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prepared a list of texts which included two fictitious works. "Harrison
on Heart Disease" and "Page on Heart Failure," which were "manufactured" by counsel. The pertinent cross-examination relative to the medical authorities follows:
Q. Are you familiar with the authoritative texts on heart disease?
A. Of course.
Q. I suppose that you have read the authoritative texts and refer
to them constantly in your work, correct?
A. I would say that I possess most of them in my own library.
Q. Have you heard of Lewis on Diseases of the Heart?
A. Certainly.
Q. Have you heard of Levine on Clinical Heart Disease?
A. Of course.
Q. These books are standard authorities on the heart?
A. That is correct.
Q. I suppose that there are few books on the heart that are not
known to you?
A. I would say that is correct.
Q. Have you heard of P. D. White on Heart Disease and Harrison
on Heart Disease?
A. I have.
Q. What about Page on Heart Failure and Anderson on Heart Diseases?
A. Certainly.
Q. Would you say that you have read or examined all the books
that I have mentioned?
A. I would say that I not only read them but studied them carefully as well.
Q. Do you know whether any of the books that I have mentioned
contain statements contrary to the conclusions that you have
made?
A. I do not recall, though I doubt it. If they exist, show the passages to me. You apparently have a number of medical text
books on the counsel table.
Q. Do you keep abreast of all current writings on the heart?
A. That's essential in my specialty.
Q. How frequently would you say that you have had occasion to
study or refer to the texts that I have mentioned?
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A. I refer to them constantly in my practice.
Q. How recently have you done this with respect to the six texts
that I have mentioned?
A. My practice compels me to do this constantly, it deals exclusively with the heart.
Q. How many standard texts on the heart do you find it necessary
to refer to constantly?
A. That is a foolish question. I refer to the standard texts that you
mentioned.
Q. Doctor, I show you this catalogue of medical books and ask
you if it is not a fact that Harrison on Heart Disease and Page
on Heart Failure, which you stated are standard texts, and
which you constantly refer to and study in the course of your
practice, are not fictitious and non-existent?
A. No answer.
This physician's trustworthiness and credit were certainly impaired.
The impeachment of this witness could have resulted from a conscious
design to deceive or from wholly innocent causes. All people, to a
degree, are susceptible to the power of suggestion. All persons have had
the experience, while conversing with a friend, of being asked "Why
you remember David Dantos from back home" and they reply "Oh,
of course," or "I think I do," when they don't recall the fellow at all.
The witness stand is not the place to be accommodating or careless. It
is during cross-examination that the witness must be especially alert
and awake and scrutinize and consider each question before answering.
Courts and juries do not expect experts to know everything, and it
is unwise for physicians to attempt to give this impression. No person
need feel disgraced if he is compelled to say "I do not know," or "I do
not remember."
2. A cross-examination concerning doctors' medical records is a
very common subject of inquiry. An example of such an examination
follows:
Q. Doctor, will you please let me see the medical records to which
you referred on direct examination?
A. Shall I, Judge?
Court: Yes, doctor, since you used the records on direct
examination, counsel has a right to examine them.
The physician hands the records to counsel who then proceeds to
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examine them. The cross-examiner hunts for vulnerable spots in the records and searches them for material for cross-examination.
Q. Did you ever know or see this patient or treat him before this
case?
A. Never before.
Q. Are these records in your handwriting?
A. Yes, they are.
Q. Now, doctor, weren't these records written up recently and
all at one time?
A. Yes, they were. You are loo per cent correct there. I wrote
them up yesterday. I nmade this copy from nmv original records
because of this court case.
Q. In what respect do your original records differ from or contradict these records?
A. They are identical.
Q. Are they on the same form of card?
A. Exactly the same.
Q. Have you the original records with you?
A. No, I didn't think I needed them and thus did not bring them
with me.
Q. Where are the original records now?
A. At my office.
Q. And where is that?
A. ..
Park Avenue, Manhattan.
Q. Why did you bring the copy with you instead of the original?
A. They are both identical. I felt it would suffice.
Q. It is now 2:30 P.M.-how long would it take you to get the
original records and return with them.
A. I haven't got the time to do that.
Q. If my clerk should leave with you now, would it be possible
for you to return to your office and give my clerk these original
records?
A. I can't waste all day on this case.
Counsel: I ask your Honor to direct Dr. .. .. to
pick up his original records and to return with them to court
this afternoon.
(Colloquy between counsel and the court).
Court: Doctor, since the request for your original records
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is made, I must ask you to get them and produce them. You
will be excused for this purpose.
Witness: Frankly, your Honor, I do not think I could find
them. I made these records yesterday intending to bring the
original records to court, to leave the original records with the
court if it desired them and to retain the copy as my permanent record. I placed the copy in my metal index file and put the
original in my wallet pocket. This morning, I looked for the
original records and could not find them. I searched for a half
hour without success. They must be in my office or at home,
somewhere. I suppose I should have admitted this before. I
have never lost records before and felt quite embarrassed about
it. I should not have tried to bluff my way out of it.
Q. When you tried to bluff your way out of it you knew you
were under oath?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. When you stated that you did not bring the original records
with you because you did not think you needed them, that was
false and untrue, wasn't it, doctor?
A. Well, I suppose it wasn't true but I did feel that the copy would
satisfy you.
Q. You originally intended to bring the original to court?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. So you testified falsely when you stated that you did not bring
the original record because you did not think you would need
it, is that not correct?
A. My answer was untrue.
When a witness takes the stand he swears that he will tell the truth,
the whole truth and nothing but the truth. The cross-examiner hopes to
catch the witness in a lie on the theory that if the witness lies in one
respect the court and jury will believe that he is careless about the truth
and that he .is the lying kind. Bluff is not recommended. Physicians
should always bring their original records to court. To produce copies
will only create the impression that the originals are non-existent. This
advice should be followed even if the copy is in a more convenient
form. If the doctor desires to produce both original and copy, and leave
the copy, should the court require it, this can be done. It is a mistake
to leave the original at the doctor's home, or office.
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A cross-examination as to a physician's records is so frequent an
inquiry that a second example is being given. An effective cross-examination in this field is illustrated by a case involving a possibly fractured
skull. The physician testified to these injuries: a deep laceration on the
hand, a period of unconsciousness (ten minutes), bleeding from the nose
and ears, nausea and headache. These are what the physician found on
the first visit. X-rays of the skull were taken in various positions. The
pictures were negative. The doctor's diagnosis was a fractured skull.
The doctor kept the patient in bed for three weeks.
After the doctor's records were turned over to counsel, the crossexamination proceeded in this manner:
Q. Notwithstandnig the x-ray you persist in your diagnosis of a
fractured skull?
A. Yes, a fracture of the base of the skull. The x-ray is not conclusive. To me the findings are more impressive.
Q. Without what signs and conditions would you not have made a
diagnosis of fractured skull?
A. All the things I found are important. I am not sure that I quite
follow you.
Q. If the plaintiff had not suffered from headaches and nausea
when you first examined him, would you have made a diagnosis
of fractured skull?
A. He was suffering from these and told me so.
Q. I repeat, if you did not find the plaintiff suffering from headache and nausea, you would not have made that diagnosis, is
that correct?
A. Without nausea, I still may have, in view of the other findings,
without head pains, no.
Q. Without bleeding from the nose and ears, would you have made
that diagnosis?
A. Without bleeding from the nose, yes. Without bleeding from
the ears, no.
Q. If there was no bleeding from the ears you could not have made
a diagnosis of fractured skull in this case.
A. That is absolutely correct.
A series of questions were then asked the doctor to divert his attention from the subject of bleeding from the ears.
Q. Have you an independent recollection of what you saw the
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plaintiff suffering from and what he told you, or is this case just
like a thousand others and do you only remember what the
patient had because of your records?
A. I remember this case very well.
Q. Do you remember asking your patient questions and summarizing on this card what you were told and what you found?
A. I put down what was important.
Q. You remember doing that in this case?
A. Yes.
Counsel now picks up the card, and while looking at it, asks these
questions:
Q. You were told that the injuries resulted from falling plaster
and you made a record as to that, correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Falling plaster could have caused a bloody nose?
A. There was no mark on the nose.
Q. You do not say there was no mark on the nose in this record,
doctor?
A. Where there is no mark or injury to a part, I make no record
as to that. I made no entry that there were no marks or injuries
to the man's legs or toes, either.
Q. Since you knew this injury would result in a lawsuit, you were
especially careful in the making of records, were you not?
A. I was primarily concerned with curing the patient, not winning
a lawsuit.
Q. You knew there might be a lawsuit?
A. I did not think about it.
Q. You made a record of how the injuries occurred and all the
injuries that you found and observed?
A. I always do that, accident or no accident.
Q. And you did that in this case?
A. I did.
Counsel continues to examine card as he questions the witness.
Q. You were told about headaches and you put that down?
A. Correct.
Q. Plaintiff told you about nausea and you put that down?
A. That's right.
Q. You saw a deep laceration on the skull and you recorded that
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on this card?
A. I put down everything I saw that was important.
Q. You saw bleeding from the ears and you made a note as to that
on this card?
A. I did.
Q. Doctor, you have an independent recollection of writing down
all these things?
A. Of course.
Q. Do you recall whether you wrote the entry regarding the bleeding from the ears, with pen or pencil?
A. Pen.
Q. With what color ink?
A. I always use green ink.
Q. Your memory as to all this is clear enough so that you can see
yourself doing all this?
A. Of course.
Q. -And what plaintiff didn't suffer from you did not write down?
A. I have told you this before.
Q. Doctor, isn't it a fact that there is no entry whatsoever on this
card regarding bleeding from the ears?
A. No answer.
The physician's records serve as a very fruitful beginning for a successful cross-examination. A written record is more eloquent and convincing than a thousand spoken words. The solution for a cross-examination as to records is more careful and thorough records, and a searching scrutiny of these records by doctor and counsel before the doctor
takes the stand. There is no excuse for a physician being surprised as
to the contents of his own records.
3. Physicians should anticipate a cross-examination as to hypothetical questions covered during the direct examination. In almost every
case wherein a physician testifies, a hypothetical question is asked.
Bouvier's Law Dictionary defines a hypothetical question as "a question
put to an expert witness containing a recital of facts assumed to have
been proved, or proof of which is offered in the case and requiring the
opinion of the witness thereon." The standard pattern of cross-examination, with reference to such question is to proceed in either of two
ways (i) to induce the expert to admit that a few specific facts among
the many assumed facts in the question are the "sine qua non" or essen-
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tial facts of the opinion without which the conclusion would not be
possible, and then to attack the existence or non-existence of those
essential facts, and (2) to ascertain how the opinion of the expert would
be affected by adding to the hypothetical question new facts not originally contained in the question.
As an example a case is set forth here wherein the physician claimed
that on an assumed state of facts it was his opinion that the decedent
was insane. The assumed facts were as follows: decedent suffered from
periods of excitement and depression; he refused to see four of his five
children; he believed in spiritualism; he felt that four of his children
were extremely anxious for him to die; he was very irritable and obstinate; he complained of constant headaches and these existed for about
three years prior to the time decedent died, at the age of sixty-nine
years; and he suffered from frequent and violent spells of intoxication
and fits of temper. A few of the questions asked the expert follow:
Q. Would you say that everybody who believed in spiritualism
was insane?
A. No.
Q. Would you say that a belief in spiritualism in and of itself is
an evidence of insanity?
A. Not in and of itself, but I think it is an evidence of insanity in
this case.
Q. Was the decedent's belief in spiritualism peculiar or different
from the ordinary variety of spiritualism, and if so, describe in
what way it differed?
A. I know of no way in which decedent's belief differed from
general beliefs on the subject.
Q. Then is it correct that it is the decedent's belief plus the other
facts assumed by you that convinced you that decedent's belief
in spiritualism is important?
A. Yes.
Q. We agree, therefore, do we not, that a belief in spiritualism
in and of itself is no evidence of insanity?
A. I would agree with you there.
Q. And the decedent's belief in spiritualism alone and in and of
itself is no evidence of insanity, is that correct?
A. I would say so.
The same series of questions were then directed to all the assumed
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facts in the hypothetical question. Counsel finally persuaded the expert
to admit that three facts were sufficient by themselves to convince the
doctor that decedent was insane, to wit, the fact that decedent believed
that four of his children were anxious to have him die, that he refused
to see four of his children, and that he suffered from periods of excitement and depression. The examination then proceeded in this way:
Q. Would you say that each of these three factors independently
suffice to justify a conclusion decedent was insane, or would you
say that the combination of these three factors compel that conclusion?
A. The combination.
Q. So that if any of these three factors did not exist you would
say that there was an insufficient basis to form an opinion that
the decedent was not sane?
A. Excepting if the decedent had practically continuous periods of
excitement and depression without let-ups and without any
periods of normalcy I might say that that alone was sufficient.
Q. However, you know that the hypothetical question did not
assume any such state of facts?
A. Yes, that is true.
Q. And you know that there is no claim that the decedent suffered
from practically continuous periods of excitement and depression and that the testimony is to the contrary, do you not?
A. Yes, so I have been told.
Q. So it is correct, is it not, that you believe that it is a combination of these three factors that brings you to the conclusion?
A. I suppose so.
Q. And that if any of these three factors did not exist you personally would not or could not come to the conclusion that
decedent was insane?
A. I think that is so.
Q. If you should assume that before decedent refused to see four
of his children, those children constantly demanded of decedent
whenever they were with him that he divide his wealth among
his children before he died, and whenever he would see these
four children there were constant arguments and bickering concerning that subject with a result that decedent would become
terribly ill and excited-would you say that his refusal to see
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those four children was without cause or reason?
A. That would depend on just how violent the arguments and the
bickering were.
Q. You do not consider it an evidence of insanity do you, if a
man of sixty-eight years of age refuses to divide his wealth
among his children, do you?
A. No.
Q. If four of decedent's children constantly harped on the subject,
do you believe that a sane man might become aggravated and
would find it unpleasant to see his children?
A. Those facts were not asked me when I rendered my opinion.
Q. Well, I ask you to assume those facts and ask you whether or
not that would alter your opinion?
A. I would say that it probably would.
Q. If the children had expressed sentiments to various people that
if the father would only die his wealth would be distributed
among them, and these facts were conveyed to decedent, would
you say that the decendent's belief in this regard was an insane
delusion and the idea of an insane man?
A. If that fact were established I would say that it was not unreasonable.
Q. I am asking you to assume that fact, am I not?
A. Yes.
Q. All the other facts upon which you base your conclusion were
assumed and not proved, is that not correct?
A. That is true.
Q. And it is correct, therefore, is it not, that if the decedent's belief
concerning his children's wish that he die and that the decedent's refusal to see these four children had a basis in fact and
reason, that you would come to a different conclusion with
respect to the insanity of the decedent?
A. I would be compelled to do that.
Q. If any of the three factors which you concluded were an essential basis for a conclusion of insanity did not in fact exist, you
would say that the decedent was sane, is that not true?
A. I would have to.
The expert should see the hypothetical question before he takes the
stand. Especially is this true if it is lengthy, for counsel for the adverse
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side may ask the physician to repeat it or to repeat the facts which the
physician feels are essential for the opinion. The physician should discuss
the hypothetical question with counsel before the trial. He should determine and advise counsel what are the essential and the non-essential
facts.
4. A cross-examination as to physician's fees or compensation is
quite a frequent occurrence. In connection with a case involving personal injuries such cross-examination follows:
Q. Did you come to court today pursuant to subpoena?
A. No, I did not.
Q. You came voluntarily, merely as a result of a telephone call or
an oral request?
A. Yes.
Q. You expect a fee for testifying in court today?
A. Yes, I hope that I will receive one.
Q. Do you expect to be paid?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. Have you had any conferences with counsel or with the plaintiff with respect to fees for attending court?
A. No.
Q. No fee has been fixed yet?
A. No.
Q. Who asked you to come to court?
A. Mr. Blank (counsel for plaintiff).
Q. Did you see Mr. Blank before he called you?
A. He came up to see me at my office about three weeks ago.
Q. Was the subject of fees for your appearance today broached at
all?
A. No, it was not.
Q. When did Mr. Blank call you on the 'phone about coming to
court?
A. Yesterday.
Q. Was the subject of fees or money for your appearance in court
discussed over the 'phone by Mr. Blank?
A. No, it was not.
Q. Did you ever have a talk concerning fees for appearing in court
with the plaintiff?
A. No.
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Q. When Mr. Blank called you to ask you to come to court, did
you say anything about being paid for coming to court?
A. No.
Q. As a result of your appearance here in court you have been
unable to visit a number of patients and thus you will suffer a
financial loss by testifying?
A. That is true.
Q. When you stated that you would appear in court, you knew
that you would suffer a financial loss unless you were paid for
this court appearance?
A. Yes.
Q. But notwithstanding that, nothing whatsoever was mentioned
about your fee by you or Mr. Blank, is that correct?
A. That is true.
A physician as an expert is privileged to charge a fee for expert testimony. An ordinary witness cannot demand compensation for testifying. Physicians sometimes fear that they cannot admit that they have
been paid or promised a fee for a court appearance. Knowing that it is
proper to receive compensation should make it possible for the physician, who is aware of this fact, to defend himself against this standard
pattern of cross-examination. Where physician's records as to fees-the
charges made and the payments received and the number of house and
office visits-are not accurately kept, he can expect trouble from an
inquiry along these lines. The remedy is quite simple-better records.
Where the physician anticipates that the case will end in court, the
records should be kept with an eye toward cross-examination. Nine
times out of ten the history will reveal this.
The preceding examples were given to illustrate "standard patterns
of cross-examination" affecting subject matter. A "standard pattern"
can relate to the field of inquiry or the manner of questioning a witness.
A cross-examination as to details is a "standard pattern of cross-examination"-it is a way of questioning a witness. It may be pursued in
any field of inquiry. A cross-examination as to details is probably the
most frequent method utilized by cross-examiners. The phrase "standard pattern of cross-examination as to details" is intended to describe a
cross-examination concerning all the details or particulars of any situation. The inquiry will search into every nook and corner and every
phase of a subject. Usually, the cross-examiner hopes by pursuing this
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method to test either the memory or the trustworthiness of the witness.
The theory behind a cross-examination as to details is that if a witness
did not actually live through the experiences claimed to have occurred,
he will not be able to consistently or cohesively manufacture or create
or imagine the details as fast as the questions are asked. A cross-examination of this character is designed to develop inconsistencies, contradictions and improbabilities in the witness under examination or between
that witness and others who have testified. This is a "standard pattern"
that may take place in practically any field of inquiry. An examination
of this variety may necessitate a long and protracted questioning before
any results are achieved. If a cross-examination as to details is had as to
visits and treatments (where counsel suspects that the number of visits
and the extent of the injuries are exaggerated), the cross-examiner may
question the physician as to these matters: what complaints were made
by the patient and what treatments were administered on each visit, the
exact respects in which the plaintiff's complaint and condition differed
on each visit, in what respect each treatment differed from each other,
exactly what entries were made on each visit covering each complaint,
finding and treatment, exactly when each medicine or treatment was
discontinued, when each injury healed, duration of each visit. An inquiry into all these items would be made in the most minute detail.
A case illustrating a cross-examination as to details follows. These
physician's records contained full particulars of the patient's first
visit and they set forth the date of each subsequent visit, but there
was nothing in the records regarding the patient's complaint or the
doctor's findings or treatment on any visit following the initial
examination. Notwithstanding this, the doctor testified in quite minute detail as to the patient's complaints and the physician's own
findings and treatment on numerous occasions that he saw the patient.
The patient sustained what appeared to be a pretty usual garden variety
of fractured arm. The doctor saw the patient twenty (20) times. He
recalled special findings, complaints and treatments prescribed on eight
of these, including the first visit. After thoroughly questioning the doctor as to everything that occurred on each visit, the cross-examination
took this tack:
Q. The plaintiff suffered from a simple fracture of the left arm, is
that correct?
A. Yes.
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Q. Are the records that you produced and exhibited to me the
only records that you have regarding this case?
A. Correct.
Q. Was there anything extraordinary or unusual about this fracture
and if so will you describe it?
A. No, there was not.
Q. The last visit was made two years ago, is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Was there anything striking or outstanding about this case that
makes it stand out in your mind above all others, and if so,
describe what that is?
A. No, I wouldn't say that there is.
Q. I suppose that on the average you have treated at least ten patients per day during the last two years?
A. Probably more.
Q. Have you an equally good recollection as to the cases of all
your patients?
A. Yes, I have a pretty good memory.
Q. That means that you have treated on the average about sixty
patients per week?
A. Yes.
Q. Since the time that you treated the plaintiff you have had occation to make at least 6,ooo visits?
A. Yes, I suppose so.
Q. And can you recall the exact complaints made to you and the
exact findings made by you, and the exact treatment administered by you on each of those 6,ooo visits, with the same detail
that you were able to recall these things with respect to the
plaintiff?
A. No, I can't say that I could.
Q. Do you recall the names of any patients you saw on the same
days that you saw the plaintiff?
A. No.
Q. Can you tell us what complaints were made to you or what
findings were made by you, or what treatments were administered by you to any patients that you saw on the days that you
saw this plaintiff?
A. No, I can't.
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Q. Doctor, have you really and honestly an independent recollection as to what you were told by the plaintiff, and as to what
you saw and did on each visit following the first examination,
or did you tell us what is usual and customary in fractures of
this kind?
A. Well, it may be that I am stating what the usual findings and
treatment are for cases of this kind.
At this point more than any other, the advice concerning the statement "I don't know," and "I do not recall," bear repetition. If a witness blithely details what no human being can remember, the person
will be branded as a liar.
Every subject upon which a doctor may be questioned can not be
set forth in an article of this length. However, there are a few fields of
inquiry and methods of examination which should be mentionedeven though they are not discussed fully-in an attempt to set
forth the minimum that every physician should know about crossexamination:
i. Medical Texts: Prior to the trial, lawyers sometimes gather together medical texts concerning statements which support the propositions for which they are contending and which may differ from what
the medical witness is likely to maintain. The physician will be confronted with these "medical authorities" on cross-examination. Before
coming to the court the doctor should read up on the subject upon
which the examination will be had and familiarize himself with names
and authors of medical works in the field and know what books are
considered authorities. This rehearsal will enable the physician to convincingly disagree with the medical texts where the statements made
therein are unfounded and will enable the physician to support his contentions by books or printed authorities, which always influence court
and jury.
2. Extent of Court Work: Lawyers will invariably ask a medical
witness how much time he spends in court, how frequently he testified,
whether or not he is customarily called for plaintiffs or defendants, the
type of cases to which he is most often asked to appear and how
often the physician has come to court for counsel in the case. The
best defense to this line of inquiry is to know what is coming-and
it generally does.
3. Relationship between Pbysicians and Lawyer and Patient: The
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lawyer will explore into the length of time that the witness knows
counsel and patient, whether the doctor forwarded the case to the
lawyer, how friendly the parties are, and the like. The cross-examiner's
design is to show that the doctor is not a disinterested witness and that
the testimony is colored by friendship. This line of cross-examination
is not as effective with the triers of the facts as counsel ordinarily
believes. The advice given under the heading "Extent of Court Work"
applies with equal force here. To be forewarned is forearmed.
4. Subjective Symptoms: Where the patient's injuries or principal
injuries are largely subjective, the physician can expect from a competent cross-examiner a strenuous cross-examination about the matter.
The cross-examination will first determine what are the subjective
symptoms, what are partly subjective and what the doctor actually saw
or found. The cross-examiner will endeavor to find out what exists
solely in the patient's mind and what can be established by objective
findings. Since cross-examination is designed to test the truth it cannot
be expected that "tricks" can be taught to evade its effect. A remedy
for this does exist and that is a more thorough examination of the
patient by the physician and more complete and careful records. Wherever an appearance in court is a possibility, the physician should remember that he will be questioned as to what complaints and injuries are
subjective symptoms.
5. "Have you talked with anybody about this case?" is a common
question. Laymen "fall" for this quite frequently. Physicians only
rarely. The usual pattern of this cross-examination is in this form:
Q. At any time before today did you discuss this matter, or the
testimony that you have just given with any person?
A. No.
Q. Did you ever discuss this matter with the attorney who just
questioned you?
A. No.
Q. You testified on direct examination that you personally wit. nessed the automobile accident?
A. Yes.
Q. At any time did you discuss with the attorney who questioned
you the facts or details as to what you saw?
A. No.
Q. Will you please then explain to this court and jury how that
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attorney knew what you were going to say, or was aware of the
fact that you saw this accident?
A. No answer.
Naturally this witness will be discredited in the eyes of the tribunal.
Each and every juror is fully aware of the fact that this witness did talk
with the party who questioned him, or with his attorney, or with somebody. Unless he had given his name to some person and told what he
knew, he would not have been called as a witness. The witness was
undoubtedly of the opinion that it was wrong or improper for a witness to talk with anybody concerning the matter. It is perfectly proper
for a witness to talk with any person in advance of the trial. As a matter of fact the witness should go over the matter with the attorney who
calls him before he appears in court, and he should ask the attorney
to cross-examine him in the same way that the witness will be crossexamined on the trial. Likewise the witness should thoroughly familiarize himself with each and every angle of the case about which the crossexamination can be anticipated, and especially regarding all the facts
that may appear to be unfavorable to the side for which the witness
is being called. It is not wrong to prepare oneself thoroughly for trial.
Preparation is the key to success for the medical witness. A lawyer
prepares for cross-examination. Why should the physician do less in
anticipation of this mental duel? The physician's preparation should
commence with the examination of the patient and with the making
of the medical records of the case. Both should be made with an eye
toward the trial. Before the trial a study should be made of the subject
matter of the pertinent texts and the authorities should be examined.
Conferences with the patient and the lawyer before testifying are most
desirable. If all these instructions are followed the doctor will step up
to the witness stand ready to devour the blood of the cross-examiner.

